Hamburger Sportjugend

… und los!
Kids in die Clubs
Everyone knows: Doing sports is important for children
Doing sports in a club is even more important: Only sports clubs assure a
regular and professional training. On the one hand kids get to know one
particular kind of sport, on the other hand they learn fairness and they are
able to participate in competitions. Furthermore they gain a lot of new
experiences and make new friends.
No matter if they kick the football across the field, throw their judo partner
across their shoulder or win the other´s king in chess.
Hamburg´s sports clubs offer all kinds of sport you can imagine. There will be
the suitable kind for your child.
As sports is so important for children, ”Hamburger Sportjugend” supports
clubs that offer children and young persons (up to 18) whose parents cannot
afford a regular membership, a variety of sports for free. This project is
financed by donations from „Kinder helfen Kindern e. V.“ of Hamburger
Abendblatt and by funding from the city of Hamburg.
Because we want all children to be able to do sports in clubs!
200.000 children and young people do sports in Hamburg sports clubs.
Your children shouldn't miss it!
As we know that there are many families that cannot afford the membership
fees, we offer the project ”…lets go! Kids into clubs“.

How to join?
On a list (www.kids-in-die-clubs.de) you find all clubs that take part in the
project "…lets go! Kids into clubs“.
Each club has a person responsible who will answer all your questions. This
person will also tell you whether your kid is entitled to financial support. This
applies if you receive
-

unemployment benefit (Arbeitslosengeld II)
asylium-seeker benefit (Asylbewerberleistungen)
children´s allowance (Kinderzuschlag) or housing benefit (Wohngeld)
or if your family income is lower then a defined income limit.

The applications for participation on “Kids in the clubs” can be submitted
directly at co-operating sports clubs.
And then you start: Be a member free from any fees and join the training!

More information?
Call the club of your choice or our hotline
(fon: 419 08 123) or see:
www.kids-in-die-clubs.de
Hamburger Sportjugend
Schäferkampsallee 1 · 20357 Hamburg
fon: 040 / 419 08 123
E-Mail: info@hamburger-sportjugend.de
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